End-of-Ownership Strategy
BIFMA e3 5.9.4.1 & 5.9.4.2

Nucraft designs and builds wood furniture to last. The advantage of a natural material like wood is that it provides the option to
refinish or refurbish in order to extend the useful life of the product. In addition, many trim and base options can be changed out
to provide a renewed aesthetic.
Repurposing Legacy Products
Nucraft’s End-of-Ownership Strategy provides customers an environmentally friendly alternative to disposing of their furniture
once it has reached its end of life. If you have Nucraft furniture that you no longer want or need, a Customer Service Representative
can arrange to have your furniture picked up and delivered to its facilities for repurposing. Nucraft’s competitive freight rates help
make this an attractive option for customers.
As part of Nucraft’s sustainability program, furniture returned under this program will be repurposed with minimal impact on the
environment. Detailed information on Nucraft’s End-of-Ownership Strategy is available upon request to participating customers.
For an accurate freight quote, contact your Customer Service Representative and

provide the original Nucraft order

acknowledgement number. If your number is not known, please provide the cubic footage of the assembled product being picked
up. Upon acceptance of the quote, you will be contacted by Nucraft’s freight carrier to coordinate furniture pickup. Furniture must
be staged and loaded onto the freight carrier’s trucks by the customer.
Donating Legacy Products
If new product is the right choice for you, Nucraft encourages and supports efforts to avoid disposal of legacy products into
landfills. Donating to a local charitable organization is a good way to extend the useful life of furniture. Nucraft is committed
to recycling legacy products through its support of ANEW, a non-profit organization dedicated to collecting, organizing and
repurposing surplus furniture, fixtures and equipment for donation to the underserved and those who support them. Additional
information is available at www.anewfound.org.
Nucraft’s strategy is to be innovative within the boundaries of utilizing materials that can be reused or recycled. Below is a guide
to the typical materials used on all Nucraft legacy products.
Material

Usage Example

End-of-Ownership Options

Aluminum Cast

Handle

Metal Recycler

Aluminum Extrusion

Table Support Beam, Foot, Base Leg, Overhead
Door Frames

Metal Recycler

Steel

Brackets, Hardware, Accent Trim

Metal Recycler

MDF and Veneer

Top (Knife Edge Application)

Fuel for Boilers: Energy Recovery

Particleboard and Veneer

Case, Base Panels, Tops w/ Square Edge

Fuel for Boilers: Energy Recovery

Corrugated Paper

Cartons / Packaging

Corrugated Recycling

Office Paper

Instructions, Labels

Paper Recycling

Glass

Table Top, Casegood Overhead Doors

Glass Recycling

Polyurethane Foam

Cushions

Recycle: Carpet Backing

To learn more about the End-of-Ownership Strategy or to receive a freight quote, contact your Nucraft Customer Service
Representative from 8am to 5pm EST, Monday through Friday.

